
LINKED DATA PROJECTS AT 
BNF 
why, what… and what next 



data.bnf.fr:  
one vision, three goals, two targets 

Be reusable 

Be visible 

Be legible 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/ramonbaile/2274662139 

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Carte_M%C3%A9tro_de_Paris.jpg#me
diaviewer/File:Carte_M%C3%A9tro_de_Paris.jpg 

by humans 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/bdesham/2432400623  
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by machines 
https://www.flickr.com/photos/davedehetre/4440211085 

http://gallica/ark:/12148/btv1b90519196 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We need to be visible on the web, especially at a time when the physical library use is decreasingWe need to be easy to use, and do on the web what we failed with our physical building which is a nightmare to everyone. We want to take the reader by the hand, and blow his mind with what we’ve got.We need to be reusable in the wake of the open data agenda and movement. Anybody: commercial, non commercial; individuals, libraries, non libraries…Machines: search engines or automated bots that would process our data.



data.bnf.fr: bridging the BnF archipelago 

 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/brewbooks/2436015650 

bib records 

curation data digital 
library 

virtual 
exhibitions authorities 

finding 
aids 

web archives 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Be understandable: Gather all this around easy to understand entities. Connect the data.Virtual exhibitions: for persons, topics and works.Finding aids and bib records: around the same works, same people.Curation data: bibliographies and corpora made by reference librarians.



what do you find in data.bnf.fr? 

works 

persons 

corporate bodies 

dates places 

subjects 

families 
60% of the catalogues 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Entities derived from our authority files; titles. Works, places, subjects; dates were calculated.



LCSH, GND, Agrovoc, 
Geonames, archives thesaurus 

reaching out to external entities 
VIAF, ISNI, idRef.fr, Dbpedia 

Geonames, 
INSEE Dbpedia works 

persons 

corporate bodies 

dates places 

subjects 

families 



What happened:  
increased visibility 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
80% of our visitors come from search enginesHuge leap forward in 2014Now we have 10,000 unique visitors per month, around 80 percent of the main catalogue traffic.



Data maturation 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/caliterra/3145971395 commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:FermentationVessels.jpg 

2015 technical goals 

Scale 

100% of catalogue data 
Quicker service 

Fresher data 

Manifestation—Work links 
Automated Work creation 

Authority deduplication 
Fine-grained linked data 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Performance: quicker pipeline from the source data to the HTML pages and RDF datasets; robust web application with better response time.Freshness: right now, data is updated every 3 month. We aim at 1 month, and doing partial updates once we have maintained the catalogueManif-Works links: whenever they do not exist, calculated by data bnf. 1. Algorithm tuning and 2. Retroaction to the MARC catalogue.Test clusters to create FBBR Works (XXth century)



2014-2015 background goal: reconciliation 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/benhusmann/5126030385 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Data.bnf.fr calculated links between manifestations and works.We wanted to put them back in the MARC catalogue. This meant lots of meetings and discussions with the MARC QA team. What happened was:We made the algorithm smarter, closer to library MARC data; and in the end we made the QA team shift from data corrector to machine instructors.Next step is: spread this love beyond the MARC team, to all catalogers at BnF. Expect this in the fall.Make people work differently, channel their expertise and put them in control of the machines.



sebastien.peyrard 
       AT 

bnf.fr 

Thank you! 
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